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Introduction: Historical of research big in the part historical of individuals activity with 

information to be brought being studied person to the phenomenon relatively interests showing its 

existence gives so from individuals One of them is the owner Amir Temur activity with dependent 

lot scientific affairs take went it's his to personality interest the world scale big shows that is why 

we are here small scientific in our study Owner military skills some aspects we tried to bring it.  

Amir Temur Middle, South and West Asia, as well as the Caucasus, along the Volga from Russian 

history important place held Middle Asian turkish ruler, commander and skillful a politician In 

Sarkar, the capital was Samarkand The Timurids kingdom it is 25th year 736 Hijri in Sha'ban 

Mirrich He was born in the village of Khoja Ilg'or ( Yakkabog ) near Kesh ( Shahrisabz ). In the 

sources Name of Temur turkish Translated from the language as "iron". done in many ways his 

willing character and future fate had an impact. His father Amir Muhammad Taragai Turk of his 

generation from the barlos in Mavaraunnahr to himself okay reputation - attention possessive, 

influential from officials was. He's father - grandfather legendary Turkish Alan Kuva from the 

family tree come came out Chigatay of the nation in the palace reputation - noteworthy people 

located in the row. Cache and Nasaf around lands to them dependent property calculated. of Timur 

father Taragai constant respectively Khan great former Ili river to the shore called Chigatoy backs 

at the congresses participation reached Genghis Khan seed queen Mrs. Saray Mulk to marriage 

takes " Gurgan ( Kuragon )" to Temur, that is, " of the khan son-in-law ” honorary title given 

Main part : Islam and Turk of the world two great commander Amir Temur and Turk sultan On 

July 20, 1402, between Bayezid Yildirim Ankara nearby Stick in the area took place battle Amir 

Temur victory with completed and As a result The Ottomans in the empire the capital 

Constantinople another 50 years lived Amir Temurin in it about 200 thousand, Turkey 160 thousand 

soldiers of the sultan took part. This of battle happen to be basically below factors reason was : Iraq, 

evening, Steppe Kipchak, Khorasan, India, like Jetha countries to himself obedience to continue 

succeeded Amir Temur himself of the kingdom southwest to the regions near is located The 
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Balkans half island and Small in Asia set up done powerful The Ottomans of the state getting 

stronger from going worried was because Western Europe from the knights organize found big 

defeated the army, the Balkans countries occupied Ottoman Turks to Amir Temur concerned began 

to threaten the regions was of history testimony according to Amir Temur his army with 1386 

Sahibqiran to the borders of Eastern Anatolia to these countries second there is walking makes 

Sivos hand enters Amir Temur Anakara to the battle almost two from more than Prepared : 1399 to 

Rome faces and Bayazid by victory done Look the castle siege does look victory After that, Amir 

Temur went to Ankara soon siege does Owner's this movement in fact tactical event being 

experienced of the general main purpose Bayazid main forces city defense to throw forced and then 

to him it's funny blow to give was the city of Tokat next to main military forces with standing 

Boyzid Owner of soldiers Ankara siege from being done message finds and help the besieged to 

give falls in love Amir Temur Ankara the siege void does and opponent waiting get He hesitates 

add parts of war ( Chibukabad said on the ground ) convenient to the lands places Lashkargah 

around trenches dug, safety measures will be taken. As a result Bayazid's army is very 

uncomfortable for him under conditions to battle to enter forced will be Sultan army especially 

water deficiency because of to the body came from thirst hard suffering smokes. 

Owner his army traditional combative the order is action in nature does join me forty from the part 

organize found Amir Temur directly in the center leadership does the left hand is to Juvangar Shah 

Rukh mirza and Khalil Sultan mirza, young man hirovuli - forward Sultan mirza, to the right hand 

barangar Miron Shah mirza, barangar Abu Bakr Mirza, Toshtemir O'glan, Shahsuvor like generals 

will be located. Bayazid of army tires the rest waited part chase Arriving in Bursa, Izmir occupies 

and Marble the sea to the shores comes out By Amir Temur The defeat of Bayazid's army Ottoman 

Turks of the kingdom known for a period of time to weaken reason it happened Ankara for took 

place this battle of its time the most big two army clash it was battle two the clash of the people was 

According to the result of the battle, Europe countries getting stronger going Ottoman Turks from 

the threat escape left and self - righteous get opportunity have The defeat of Boyazid Yildirim the 

ottomans by Conquest of Constantinople ( now Istanbul). for 50 years delayed.  

Amir Temur in the book " History of Amir Temur " by Arab historian Ibn Arabshah Bayazid 

Yildirim letter correspondence brings "Earth is blue" created God to heaven infinite thanks let it be 

seven climate most of the countries my to my order entered and universe sultans and governors to 

me bow down and obey to do ring soul to the ears They gave their value know, too much no more, 

courage legs restrained servant oven let it pass. Yours geneology, who the fact that the world people 

in front it is known. So so, how are you? worthy the work hold, dare foot forward it 's hard work to 

the mud sunk, trouble to the pit you will fall This is it letter reach with Black Yusuf my to me send 

it Or fate curtain when the two armies clashed to your face it is opened.  

Hilda of Hookham according to Punjab for the valley of Temur Come out of the khanate legal area 

calculated. From this besides, Sultan Muhammad Tughluq from his death after Delhi sultanate 

weakened went and around small principalities independence announcement did his successor 

Feruz Shah this is also the time thing continue did Sultanate shrinking, Delhi with limited left Amir 

Temur to Hindikush was lands to himself sedated while, running away gone local emirs From Delhi 

shelter found was Historians According to Timur, India constant manage intending it's not was, 

maybe wealth, booty on the hook take over would like One in 1392 times Sultan Mahmud Ghaznavi 

property calculated lands to manage grandson To Pirmuhammad ibn Jahangir Temur handed over to 

him in 1397 to India walking to the enemy Indian principalities attack to do orders. Thus Molton _ 

Pirmuhammad by is occupied. This year winter Movarounnahr Temur spent in the north in the first 
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months of 1398 To Samarkand returned and gathered the army. Convention called Temur Khan as 

below speech did. 

Feruzshah's grandson Delhi sat on the throne. But this young of the sultan judgment does not pass 

to subordinates. Even they are to him against hostility is doing Of those one Sarangkhan Moltonni 

Sayyid Khizr from Khan pulling got it, but he is now of Pirmuhammad attack subject to it happened 

in Delhi Get rid of it brother Mallikhon defeat your opponents reached the city occupies and the 

sultan on behalf rule is doing. This disturbances to our victory thirsty join us to the Indian take to go 

forced is doing From this except, right to religion In many places in India action being done even if 

it is your kingdom big in the part polytheists residence is doing Delhi sultans right religion 

protection in doing weakness is doing Muslim rulers only receiving jizya with is limited.  

So 90 thousand of Timur personality army in March to India looking walk started. Most of the army 

good part and loads that's it on the ground left off and he himself is special group with to Kafiristan 

looking walked That 's ink called people this at the time Muslim it's not was and Timur defeated 

them reach, the main for the army to India will go the way open put He himself too the main of the 

army to the part come added Through this, he is in the mountains of Movarounnahr potential He 

also destroyed his enemies was On the road castles and garrisons was built. August of 1398 in the 

month Kabul was also captured. Near the city the tent sewed and one how much lifetime that's it on 

the ground state works with training it happened A series ambassadors are also accepted did in 

Kabul to him in Persia the rest in command Sheikh Nuriddin come added He is from Persia 

assembled big wealth and gift 'a- greetings with came was Here stood up in term one series 

beautification is also done increased Dry white to the lands channel dug, water released. Channel 

shores across villages was built. Jobs after completion, Mrs. Temur Saraymulkhonim with together 

young grandson, prince Mirza Ulugbekni To Samarkand back sent Timur is the main one army and 

another queens together to India walking continue did come out of the nation house Sultan 

Mahmoud Khan is a left winger with together northern through the road to Delhi walked And 

Temur himself to the south Pirmuhammad with to meet to Molton for looking walked September to 

the Indus River arrived Timur 's army arrived two in the day the river it passed. Along the way his 

to the presence of again ambassadors and one series emirs came of them Kashmir amir Alexander's 

the ambassador of his ruler To Timur faithfulness about the oath take came. Also one series local 

days the troops were brought to pieces. To eat and take to leave invalid things turn on sent October 

in the month defined where he is Pirmuhamed saw with Pirmuhammad this Molton at the time siege 

by doing standing was the arrival of Molton and Timur with was taken over.  

So to March 1399 until of India whole northern part by Timur was taken over. It's all in March 

emirs and commanders collect them and own them sent to the regions sent Indian property while 

Hizr Hon and recognizing himself as a vassal of Amir Temur reach, his name sermon added and 

taught and his on behalf coins tattoo made running away gone Mallukhon and Sultan The 

Mahmouds back come, the government for to fight added. But Hizr Sayyid Khan defeated them 

arrived in Delhi Sayyids to the dynasty founded. To Samarkand the returned Temur g ' labasi in 

honor of in the city to build a huge mosque command gave this is a mosque people between 

Grandmother is called a mosque. The mosque was built in 1399-1405. From an Indian trip sick the 

health of Temur, who returned from After recovery, to India run sent and asked to send it. This 

elephants to him Syria, Small Asia in their lands triumphant in processions big help gave. 

Summary by doing that's it we say, The owner Amir Temur is great commander state character 

was Amir Temur in many battles triumphant victories won great commander was Famous state 

character, Middle captives reformer, warlord, justice for can't wait wrestler, science and culture 

during the reign of Amir Temur science, culture and education incomparable level rose 
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Management years Amir Temur feudal to dispersion I'm done gives, France, England, Castile such 

as big Europe kingdoms with trade-diplomatic connections to the road. Unfortunately, Amir Timur 

West after his death Europe with trade-diplomatic connections finally enough. 
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